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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and let V be a faithful KG-module, K a field. The 
question is: Does V contain a regular G-orbit? The problem has been 
widely studied in the literature. In [l], Berger proves that the answer is 
positive when A is nilpotent, C, 1 C,,-free for every p and char(K) / 1 A / . In 
[6], Hargraves drops the condition of being A C,, < C,-free for odd primes 
which are not Mersenne primes. A simplified proof of the main results of 
Hargraves may be found in Fleischmann’s paper [3]. In [S], Gow shows 
that the conclusion holds when A is nilpotent, char(K) j j A 1, and both 1 A I 
and char(K) are odd. In [IO], Turull studies the case in which A is super- 
solvable and V is a completely reducible A-module. Theorem 2.2 of [lo] 
extends Berger’s result. 
In [Z], the author studies a particular situation in which char(K) 1 1 A ( . 
It is proven that if H/K is a p-chief factor of a solvable group G, p odd, and 
A is a p-subgroup of G acting faithfully on H/K, then H/K contains a 
regular A-orbit. The nilpotent case is open. 
In this note we suppose that V is endowed with a G-invariant non- 
singular symplectic form. This allows us to obtain stronger results: 
THEOREM A. Let G be u (sol~ahle) group of’ odd order und let V he u 
fuithful und completely reducible F,,G-mod&, p u prime. Asswne tlzut V is 
rndmr~t~d tvith N non-singular qnzplrctic ,form ,$.wd by G. [f p = 2, sL~ppo.w in
uddition thut 3 / ~ GI Then V contuins at ienst tu‘o wgulur G-orbits. 
The conditions about p and G are necessary. We apply Theorem A to get 
a theorem of Hall-Higman type for groups of odd order. A well known 
situation is the following: 
A is a group acting,firitl$iill?. on an extraspecial p-group P and 
centralizing Z(P), where p j 1 A I. 
V is a faithful complex AP-module. 
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The claim is that V,,, contains the regular A-module. When 1 A 1 and 1 Pi 
are o&l and A is nilpotrnt and C,, ) C,,-free for each y, a result of Berger 
(see Lemma 2.1) ensures that V,, contains the regular A-module. The result 
is not true when A is supersolvable (see Example 3.2(5) below) and it is 
necessary to consider another subgroup R such that A normalizes R, AR 
acts on P. and ARP acts on V (see [lo]). This situation appears very fre- 
quently in Fitting length problems. An important result about this question 
is Theorem 1.5 of [ 111. We strengthen it here for groups of odd order in 
the following manner: 
THEOREM B. Let ARP hr u ymrp of’ odd or&r, ~thrrc: 
(i ) P u A R P is un cxtruspeciul p-group, Z(P) 6 Z( A RP). 
(ii) R a AR is NII r-group, r # p. 
(iii) (1 A 1, r(r ~ 1 )p) = 1. 
(iv) C,(P)= 1 unci C,!(RIC,(P)) is nilpotent untl Cc,) C~,7fi.w ,fi~ 
1111 (I.
We do not know whether the condition (/ il /, r - 1) = 1 is necessary. It 
would be dropped if the answer to the following question is positive: 
QUESTION. Lrt A hr u group of’ odd ord~ uctiq ,firitl$rll?~ OH un 
cxtrusprciul r-group R, Y j 1 A / . I’ odd. Docks R/Z(R) contain u rcgulur 
A-orbit? 
Clearly the answer is yes when A centralizes Z(R) by Theorem A. 
This work was finished while the author was visiting the University of 
Miami in March 1988. I thank the Department of Mathematics there 
for its financial support and very specially Alexandre Turull for many 
interesting conversations. 
I. REGULAR ORBITS 
We begin with several lemmas. 
Proc$ Let C’, be an irreducible C-submodule of 1’. If V, is not totally 
isotropic. then I’= C’, @ Vy If V, is totally isotropic, then, as p j’ 1 C 1. we 
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may take an irreducible C-submodule W, of V such that W, P: Vf Now 
p’, @ W, is non-singular and V= (V, @ IV,)@ (V, @ W,)l. Repeating 
this argument we arrive at V= c’, 1 ... 1 U,, where each ii, is either 
C-irreducible or the sum of two totally isotropic irreducible C-submodules. 
Let II be the least integer such that / C 1 1 p” - 1. Now 1 I/‘, / = p” or p”’ for 
each i. Put / 1/l = p”‘. If there exists an i such that I U, 1 = p’l and t > 1, then 
II is even and, as CT, is faithful, I C / / p” ’ + 1 by induction. If k is even. then 
p” ~ 1 divides p”” 2 ~ 1 and ICI 1 lVl’-1, as desired. If k is odd, then 
p” ’ + 1 divides pk” ’ + 1. Now / C I 1 1 VI ’ ’ + 1. as claimed. Suppose that 
1 u, / = p2” for each i. Now k is even and p” ~ 1 divides ph” ’ - 1. Thus 
I Cl 1 I V/ ’ ’ - 1. Therefore we may suppose that r = 1 and 1 c’, / = p”, i.e., V 
is C-irreducible. Thus II = 2112 for some 1~. 
Now Proposition 3.1( 1) of [lo] (with A = C) yields that C’ may be 
embedded in the subgroup of order p”’ + I of the field of p”” elements. The 
result is clear. 
hMMA 1.2. Let G he u group of’ odd or&r uctiny,fhithfiti/J on thr cector 
.SpU”’ V = V, @ @ b’, and pt~rmrting the V,‘.s. Suppose thut, ,fbr rd i, 
N,( V,)/C,( V,) has ut ltmvt ttcw rcgulur orbits in its nctim on V,. Thtw G bus 
ut kist t,zw rejq.dur orbits in its crction 012 V. 
PtmJ Clearly we may suppose that G transitively permutes the V,‘s. 
Put Q = f V . . I/,) and G, = Ker(G on Q). By Corollary 1 of [4]. we 
have that’G)&,‘has a regular orbit on the power set of Q. Let Q, 6 D be 
an element of such an orbit. Now NJ V,)/C,( V,) has at least two regular 
orbits in this action on V,. Let (I, h be representatives of such orbits. Put 
.Y = (.Y, , . . . . s,), where X, = (1 if V, E- Q, and X, = b if V, 4 Q, E:qually put 
j‘ = ( I‘ , 1 . . . . .I’, ) reversing the roles of a and h. Now .Y and ~3 generate regular 
G-orbits. Suppose that J’ = .? for some g E G. Then K permutes R, and 
R ~ R, and o(g) is divisible by 2. a contradiction. 
Proof: Clearly we may assume that o(.Y) is a prime number p. As 
[V,.I,]= V for each 1 #J~EZ(F(G)), we deduce that each irreducible 
G-module of V is faithful. Thus we may suppose that V is G-irreducible and 
K is algebraically closed. 
Remember that the Sylow p-subgroup P of F(G) is the central product 
of a cyclic group C’ and an extraspecial group E of prime exponent. Clearly 
char(K) J / F(G)1 Therefore, if s E F(G). then we may assume that K = @ 
and V is P-irreducible. Let z be the character of P afforded by V. If .YE I’. 
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then .Y acts f.p.f. on V and the result is clear. If X$ U, then x(s) =O. Now 
(%<,>> l,,, )=%(1)/p. Thus dim,(C,.(.u))6dimK(V)/3<4dim,(V)/9. 
Suppose now that .x$F(G). If [s, O,JF(G))] # 1, then we may find an 
(.u)-invariant q-group Q, 2 fqfp, such that [x, Q] = Q, [.u, Q(Q)] = 1, 
and Q is either cyclic of order q or extraspecial of exponent q. If y # 3, 
then the HallkHigman and Shult Theorems (see [S, Theorem 2.61 and [7, 
SatzV.17.131) ensure that dim,(C,,(.u)),<(dim,(V)/P)+ 1 <dim.(V)/3. 
The same is true if p = 3 and Q is cyclic. Suppose that p = 3 and Q is 
extraspecial of order y” + ‘. Now each (s) Q-composition factor W of V 
has dimension q’. As 3x & I = q’ and q = 2, we have z 3 2. Now 
dim.(C,,(.u))dx if q’=3a- I and dim,(C,,-(.u))<cc+ 1 if 3a+ 1 =q’. As 
2/5 < 4/9 and 3/7 < 419, we have dim,(C, (.u)) 6 4 dim,( V),‘9. 
If [.u. O,‘(G)] = 1, then P= O,,(G) # 1. As .u$ F(G). we have that [.u, 
O,,,,( G)/O,,(G)] # 1. The Hall-Higman reduction shows that we may find 
an (s)-invariant special q-group Q = QO,,(G)/O,,(G) of O,,,,,( G)/O,,( G) 
such that [x, Q] = Q and [x, Q(Q)] = 1. Now, as q is odd, HallkHigman 
Theorem B ensures that P/Z(P) contains the regular (.\-)-module. 
Suppose first that p = 3. Then. as Q is a j2, 3 )‘-group not centralized by 
X, we have that each composition factor of the (x) Q-module P/Z(P) 
nontrivial for Q has dimension at least 3 and different from 4. Now 
[Q, Z(P)] = 1 and [Q, P] is extraspecial of order at least 3’. Applying 
HallkHigman Theorem B to the action of (s) Q on [Q, P/Z(P)], we 
conclude that dim( C,, z,pj(.~)) < dim( P/Z(P)) - 4 for p = 3. This is clear for 
p 3 5 since P/Z(P) contains the regular (.Y)-module. 
As char(K) fp, we may suppose that k’ is an irreducible complex (.Y) 
P-module. In fact, V is an irreducible P-module. Let x be the character of 
(s) P afforded by V and put 8=x,,. Let 4 be the irreducible constituent 
of H I,p,. Now ( (.Y) P, P, 0, 4) is a character five in the sense of [9. Defini- 
tion 3.11. Put 1 P.‘Z(P)I =p2”. Now 1 C,, ,,r,(.u)l <p”’ 4 by the preceding 
paragraph. By Theorem 3.5 of 191, we have 1 Al’< / C,,,,,,,(X)/ Thus 
dim,(C, (.u)) = (xc,?, l<,,)<(l/p)(p” zp+p”)<(1,‘3+1./9)dimK(V)= 
(4/9) dim,( V). 
The proof is finished. 
THEOREM A. Let G he u (solz~uhfc) group of’ odd order und let V he u 
fbithJ;cl and completely reducible F, G-module. p CI prime. Assume that V is 
endo\t,ed bth n non-singular .s>~nzplectic ,form ,fised hy G. [f’ p = 2, .ruppose in 
rrddition that 3 1 1 G I. Then V contains at Ieust tu‘o regular G-orbits. 
Proof: We reason by induction on / G / + dimc;,..,,Jj( V). 
( 1 ) V is either G-irreducible or the sum of rrn irreducible G-module und its 
dual. 
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Proof: Let W be an irreducible G-submodule of V. Let (- , - ) denote 
the symplectic form of V and write W’ = (ti E V/ (a, w) = 0 for each IV E W). 
If W n W’ = 0, then W is non-singular and V = W@ W’. If W n W1 # 0, 
then WC WI. As V is completely reducible, we may find an irreducible 
G-submodule U with U g Wl. It is easy to see that C’ is isomorphic to the 
dual of W. Now ( Wf U)’ n ( W+ U) = 0 and thus WS U is non-singular. 
Therefore V = ( W + U) @ ( W + U) i. Repeating the argument we arrive at 
V= W, I I W,, where each Wj is as desired. Now, if t > I, then each 
W, contains at least two regular G/C,( W,)-orbits of representatives iv,, and 
it‘,,. Now (~1,~ , .. . . \v,, ) and (u,,~, . . . . ~3,~) generate regular G-orbits, as 
claimed. 
(2) Let N he a normal subgroup of’ G. Then If,, is either homogrneous or 
the sum qf the homogeneous components twrt~sponding to an irreducible 
N-module and its dual. 
Proof If N is a normal subgroup of G. W is an irreducible N-sub- 
module of V and g E G, then W 2 W” if and only if W* - ( W* )K, where 
W* denotes the dual of W. Clearly 
v,,;= v, @ ‘.. @ v,, 
where the V,‘s are homogeneous N-modules. 
If an ireducible N-submodule W, of V, is self-dual, then V, is non- 
singular since every irreducible N-submodule of V not contained in Wf is 
isomorphic to WT. In this case, G transitively permutes the V,‘s. 
If an irreducible N-submodule W, of V, is not self-dual, then let V2 be 
the homogeneous component corresponding to W:. Now V, @ Vz is non- 
singular by the same argument as before. In this case, V is the direct sum 
of the conjugates of V, @ Vz. 
We say that V is p.peudolzomogmrous with respect to N if the conclusion 
of (2) holds. We have proven that 
where each W, is pseudohomogeneous and G transitively permutes the 
W,‘s. If s> 1 then, by induction, W, contains at least two regular 
NJ W,)/C,( W,)-orbits. By Lemma 1.2, we have that V contains at least 
two regular G-orbits. 
(3) Ever), normal ahelian subgroup of G is c:lxclic. 
Proqj: If A is an abelian normal subgroup of G, then V,, is 
pseudohomogeneous. As the kernel of a group on a module is the same as 
the kernel on its dual, then A is cyclic. 
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(4) Let p,, . . ..p., hc the distinct prim] ditlisors of’ / F(G)1 and kt 
Z< Z(F(G)) he of’ordu p, ...p,!. Put A = C,(Z). Then thrrr rsist E, c’< G 
.PUCh thut 
(i) EC’=F(G). En U=Z. 
(ii ) C; is cl.c/ic. 
(iii ) Euch SJ~~OH~ .rnhgroup of’ E is c,>‘clic of’ prime ordu or rxtrusprcicd 
of‘ prim? espotmt. 
(iv) U= C,,(E) und F(G) = C,(E/Z). 
(v) Euch S~*lonx subgroup of’ EjZ is elt~mmtar>~ ~Miur~ rml u conI- 
pktrl>, reducihk il.:F( G )-nzoduk. 
Proof: See Lemma 2.3 of [ 121. 
(5) Proof’ oj Thrortm Put TV’ = 1 E,‘Z 1 
Cusr e = 1. Here F(G) = L: is cyclic. Let IV be an irreducible G-sub- 
module of V. As 1 G / is odd and V, has at most two homogeneous com- 
ponents, we conclude that W is faithful and U-homogeneous. By Proposi- 
tion 2.1 of [lo] we have that W is U-ireducible and we may identify W 
with GF(p”)+ for a certain n. Furthermore G may be identified with a sub- 
group of the semidirect product of GF(p”)* by Gal(GF( p”) : GF(p)) acting 
in a natural manner on GF(p”) +. Also G n GF(p”)* = U. Thus G/U is 
cyclic of order at most II. 
Take .YE G - C,’ of order I’. With the previous identifications, s = g,.u, 
where cr E Gal( GF(@‘) : GF( p)) is of order r and a E GF(p”)*. Now we may 
suppose that (T,( IV) = IV”“’ for 11%~ GF(p”) +. Suppose that H’~) is a nontrivial 
fixed point for X, i.e., IV; = \v(, # 0. Now IV;“‘U= u‘,,. If 11.’ = 11’ then 
( 11’H‘,) ’ 1 I”’ r ’ = 1. Thus 1 C,~(s)~ Gp”‘. Hence 1 C, (.u)l d / I//’ ‘. 
Put 1 I; 1 =$“. Let ,s be the smallest prime dividing 1 Gi Observe that 
the elements of 6 act f.p.f. on V. Then 1 C, (s)l <p’“’ ’ if 1 #-YE G by the 
preceding paragraph. As 1 G I is odd, we have /G/U 1 6 n1. Thus the number 
of primes dividing 1 G/U is at most log,,?z. Hence 
h= u c’c (-u) <(log, rn)l Ul /9” ‘. 
I#\iG 
We need to prove that (/ V/ -h)/ G / > 1 or, equivalently, that 
p”“~(log~nf)~o’~p~““-~~~~ci~>O. (*I 
By Lemma 1. I we have that I C’) 1 p”’ & 1. If G = U, then I)“” ~ 1 > p”’ + 1 
excepting when p = 2 and nz = 1. In this case G is cyclic of order 3, 
contradicting the hypotheses. Therefore the result is true when G = L’. 
Suppose that G # U. We distinguish two cases: 
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(a) pf2. Here 1 (II #p”‘+ 1 and thus / lil <,p”‘. As /G/ is odd, then 
777 3 3 and s 3 3. To prove ( * ) it suffices to show that 
p”! - (log, 112) /es 3 - 117 > 0 
or, equivalently, 
pJ 3([,,,, 3 ~ log,m) > 112. (**I 
Clearly the first member of ( ** ) increases with p. Thus we may suppose 
that p = 3. Write g(m) = 3”’ ’ -log, M. The function ,q clearly increases with 
177 when 7712 3. As g(3) = 2, it is sufficient to show that 2.3”” ’ - 177 is 
positive for 777 3 3. As the function ,f’(m) = 2 .32”’ ’ - 177 is increasing when 
777 3 3 and ,f(3) = 15, then our claim is verified. 
(b) p = 2. Here 1 C:/ < 2”’ + I < 2” + ‘. Also s 2 5 and 777 2 5. We need 
to prove that 
2?“’ - ((log, n7) 22,” j + 172) 2”’ ’ ’ > 0. 
This is equivalent to 
22fU 5(23”‘5 I - log,r77) > 117. 
Put g(n7) = 2j”’ s ’ -log,n7. The function x is clearly increasing when 
177 > 5. As g(5) = 3, consider 12(777) = 3 22”’ ’ - 777. It is clear that h increases 
with 177. As 17(5) is positive. our claim is verified. 
C’OXJ P > 1. We prove first that / V/ > (1 UI ~ 1)“~. We know that 
1 1’1 3 / M/l”, where W is an irreducible U-module. Clearly 1 WI > 1 - 1. If 
k’, I: is not irreducible. then the claim is obvious. Suppose that V, ,. is 
irreducible. Then, as U is central in UE, we have that V, is homogeneous 
and hence it is the sum of e isomorphic irreducible submodules. If 
there exists a non-singular irreducible U-submodule W of V, then ( WI > 
( 1 [:I - 1 )’ by Lemma 1.1. If not, each irreducible U-submodulc of V is 
isotropic. This contradicts the fact that e is odd. 
Now we show that j VI 2 16’. It is clear if / C’I is greater than 3. If CT is 
of order 3, then the field on which 1’ is defined is of odd characteristic. 
Thus I C’I 3 25’ by the previous argument. 
We need to prove that 
i ’ 
lb’l- tj C,,(g) //Gl>l. 
I #qtC, !i 
By Lemma 1.3, it is sufficient to show that 
/VI-IGI/V~4y-IG/>0. (*I 
By(4),wehave IGI=IG:AIIA:F(G)lIE:ZlIliI.By(4)(v)andinduc- 
tion, we deduce that I A : F(G)1 < r’i2 since A/F(G) has at least two regular 
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orbitsinitsactiononE/Z.AsIG:A16(121-1)/2,wehaveIG:AI/L;‘I,< 
( / U [ - 1 )‘. Put I V/ = k”. Then I G I < k’e”i2. 
Observe that 1 V14’ + I < / VI’ ‘. To prove (* ). we will show that 
1 V/ ’ ’ > 1 G j For this, it is sufficient to ensure that k’ ’ > r’j2. As k 3 4, 
this inequality holds when P > 9. We need to study separately the cases 
e = 3, 5, and 7. Remember that I 1’1 3 (/ C:/ - 1 )2”. If I lij is not a prime, 
then either j V/ 3 14” and k> 14 or /C/I =9 and k>8. Also A/F(G) is 
trivial when r = 3 and has order at most 3 when TV = 5 or 7, since E/Z is a 
completely reducible A/F(G)-module. Thus / G 1 d k2e%, where 2 = 1 if e = 3 
and x < 3 if c = 5 or 7. Now / l’ ’ ’ - / G I > k’- k’e’sc = h-‘(k” ’ ~ r’cc). AS 
k 3 8, then / VI ’ ’ - / G / > 0 excepting, possibly, when r = 3 and I U = 9. In 
this case, / G / = 3” < 83 < 1 V/ ’ ‘. Hence we may suppose that I (iI = e. Thus 
F(G) is extraspecial. We have: 
Case c= 3. 1 G) d 33, I VI’ ?>4j. 
Case e = 5. 1 G 1 < 5’. 3, I vl’234’. 
Case c = 7. /G 1 d 7”. 3.3, / VI ’ ’ 3 4’. 
Thus I V/ ’ ’ 3 ( G I in any case and (* ) is proven. 
We exhibit some examples showing that the conditions in our theorem 
are necessary: 
EXAMPLE 1. The theorem is false when A is a subgroup of even order 
of Sp(2n, 4). q odd. 
Consider G = c’, K Q,. Then Cd S1,(2, 3). As 1 G( > 9. G has not any 
regular orbit on the underlying vector space. 
Another example is obtained considering a subgroup H of order 24 of 
Sp(2, 5). In this case, H has exactly a regular orbit on the underlying 
vector space W. Now H t C, is a subgroup of Sp(4, 5) and it is easy to see 
that it has not any regular orbit. 
EXAMPLE 2. The theorem is false when ,4 is a hubgroup of @(2n, 2). 
Clearly C, d Sp(2,2). Now A = C, t C, is a subgroup of Sp(6,2). As 
26 < 3”. then A has not any regular on the underlying vector space V. 
2. A HALLLHIGMAN TYPE THEOREM 
The following lemma is essentially due to Berger. I have not been able 
to find any explicit reference, however. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a nilpnterzt md C, 1 C,yfiec~ group of’ odd order 
fiCthfilly OH cm e.utruspecid p-group P, p odd, p j 1 A 1, mci centrulking 
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Z(P). Let V he u,f~it&l mmpiex AP-module. Then V,4 contains the regulur 
A-mod&. 
Proqf: We prove first that we may suppose that the exponent of P is p. 
Clearly P = [P, A] * C,(A) and we may assume that P = [P, A]. Suppose 
that P # Q,( P). As P/Z(P) is a completely reducible A-module, we 
may take an irreducible A-submodule x/Z(P) of P/Z(P) with P/Z(P) = 
Q,(P)/Z( P) 0 X/Z(P). Now X/Z(P) is of order p and X is cyclic. Thus A 
centralizes X since A centralizes Z(P). This contradicts that P = [A, P]. 
Therefore, we may assume that P is of exponent p. 
Let i be an automorphism of order 2 of P centralizing Z(P) and invert- 
ing P/Z(P). Now ‘4 < Aut( P) and in Aut(P). Clearly [A, i] centralizes 
P/Z(P). Thus [A, i] < Inn(P). Now i normalizes a Hall p’-subgroup of 
Inn(P) A. A such subgroup is a conjugate of A. Therefore we may replace 
i by a conjugate and to suppose that [A, i] = 1. 
Clearly we may assume that V is an irreducible AP-module. Let W be an 
irreducible P-submodule of V. By Gallagher’s Theorem, I+’ may be viewed 
as an AP-module. Now V 2 IV@ 15~~ where U is an AP/P-module. If W,,I 
contains the regular A-module, then V, contains the regular A-module. 
Hence we may suppose V= W and V is P-irreducible. Let i be the involu- 
tion given by the preceding paragraph. Now V may be viewed as an 
(A x (i)) P-module by Gallagher’s Theorem. Finally, Theorem 3.4 of [lo] 
with A, (i), and P in the roles of A, R. and P, respectively, yields the 
conclusion. 
THEOREM B. Let ARP hr a group of odd order, ~~~here: 
(i ) P -3 ARP is Nn extraspecial p-group, Z(P) 6 Z( ARP). 
(ii) R 4 AR is un r-group, r # p. 
(iii) (IA 1, r(r- I)p)= I. 
(iv) C’,(P) = I cm/ C.,,(R/C,(P)) is nilpotent am1 C, ) C,-free ,f& 
all q. 
Let V he a ,firit/zfil conzp1e.u ARP-module. Then V,, contains the wgular 
A-rmdulr. 
Proof: Clearly we may assume that V is an irreducible .4RP-module. 
Let x be the character of ARP afforded by V and let 0 be the irreducible 
constituent of xp. As (1 AR / , / PI ) = 1, the character 0 may be extended to 
an irreducible ARP-character 1+5 with det $ = 1. Furthermore Ker $ = 
C,(P). If $ contains the regular A-character, then x contains the regular 
A-character, as claimed. Therefore, we may suppose that i: = $. Now V, is 
irreducible and C,(P) = 1. 
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We may replace R by a criticrrl subgroup in the sense of Thompson. Now 
the class of R is at most 2. As I’ is odd. we may suppose that the exponent 
of R is I’. 
Let W, be an homogeneous component of (P/Z(P)), and let c!, be an 
irreducible R-submodule of I+‘, If CT, is isomorphic to its dual, then the 
preimage P, of W, in P is extraspecial. If not, let W2 be the homogeneous 
component of (P/Z(P)), corresponding to the dual of (:, Now the 
preimage P, of W, @ Wz in P is extraspecial. In any case, P = P, * C,,( P, ). 
By induction, we deduce that P= P, * ... * P,. where P,/Z( P) is either 
R-homogeneous or the sum of two totally isotropic homogeneous 
components. Clearly A permutes the P,‘s. 
Put K, = C,(P,) and R, = R/K,. Put I?= r]:_, I?,. We may replace R by 
R acting componentwise on P = P, * * P,. The action of A on P is as 
before and the action of A on ii is as follows. 
If OEA and P;= P,, then (rK,)“=r”K,. 
The action is well defined and C’ may be viewed as an ARP-module 
which extends 1’,. Put ,4,, = c’ ,(R) = c‘ !(w). 
By Lemma 2.1 applied to the action of (A,, x R) P on T’. we conclude 
that V contains the regular (A,, x R)-module. Put A, = h’.,(P,)/C’ ,(R,), 
i= I, . . . . t. WC have that A, centralizes Z(R,) by (iii). Now R, is either cyclic 
of order v or extraspecial. By Theorem A we deduce that A, has at least two 
regular orbits on R,;R:. By Lemma 1.4 of [ 111. A, has at least two regular 
orbits on Irr( R,;R:). By Lemma I .2, as 1.4 1 is odd, the group A/,4,, has a 
regular orbit on Irr(RIR’). Let L E Irr( R,:R ) be a generator of such an 
orbit. 
Take t: E Irr( A). Now c,,,,, = E C: ~, ,ro, /l, E Irr( A,,). WC have that 
% I,) x /( - ~p(,(l)(/i,@i.)for each i. Now 1,,(~1,Oi,)=A,,xR.Thus (,l,@i)“” 
is irreducible and (x. (ill, @ ;),‘“) 2 p, ( 1 ). Furthermore. as ,u, @ X and 
,l,@ i are not conjugate under AR for i #;, we have that (/1, @ 7.) “’ and 
(@gJ4’~ are distinct. Furthermore ((,l, 0 i) lR) , = I(,‘. Thus we have 
%,I 2 C:=, p,(l) p,‘. Now (p,l, t:) = (p,. I: l,,> = c’ and (x.~. i:> 3 
~Jx:L, 10 ( 1) = X( 1 ). Hence x , contains the regular A-character, as claimed. 
WC give some examples showing that the conditions in the statement of 
Theorem B are necessary. 
EXAMPLES 2.2. (1 ) Theorem B is false if the condition p # 2 is 
dropped. 
Take R = 1 and 1 A 1 = q, q being a Fermat prime. Put q = 2” + 1. Now A 
acts on an extraspecial group of order 2’” ’ ‘. If I; is a faithful complex 
AP-module of dimension 2”, then V,, does not contain the regular A-module. 
(2 ) Theorem B may be false when 2 1 I A 1 
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Take a Mersenne prime p and put p = 2” - 1. Let P be an cxtraspecial 
p-group of order p3 and exponent p. Now P has a cyclic group of 
automorphisms A of order 2”. If I/ is a faithful complex AP-module of 
dimension p, then clearly V,, does not contain the regular A-module. 
(3) Theorem B may be false when p 1 ) A 1. 
Let P be an extraspecial p-group of order pi and exponent p, p odd. 
Take in Aut( P) centralizing Z(P) and inverting P!Z( P). Now Aut( P) = 
c Au,,l,l(i) Inn(P). Let A b e a subgroup of order p of C,,,,,,,(i). By 
Lemma 3.7 of [9], we have that C,,,,,, (A ) = C,,( A )..‘Z( P). Let x be a faith- 
ful character of degree p of A K P. By Theorem 3.5 of 191. we have x(-u) # 0 
if .Y is a nontrivial element of A. Thus x 1 is not the regular A-character. 
(4) The Theorem is false if C,(P) # 1. 
Take A 1 C,. q fp. R = 1. and an extraspecial p-group P of order p’. 
Let LV, be a nontrivial irreducible complex A-module and let IV, be a 
faithful complex P-module. Consider A x P acting on I’= ct’, @ IV:. Now 
C~ I does not contain the regular il-module. 
(5) The Theorem is false when C;(R!‘C,(P)) is not nilpotent, even if 
it is supersolvable. 
Consider A = c’, D( C, ,I and R = 1. Now ,4 acts on a extraspecial 3-group 
P of order 3” and exponent 3. Furthermore P/Z(P) is the sum of 
two totally isotropic irreducible A-submodules. Let ): be an irreducible 
AP-character such that lp is irreducible and det z = 1. The values of I are 
given in Lemma 5.7 of [9]: 
z(l)=3$. X(-Y) = 1 if o(.Y) = 11 or I I ‘. z(.\-) = 3 if o(s) = 5 
Consider the Sylow 1 l-subgroup B of A and let i. be a nontrivial charac- 
ter of .4/B. We have 
1.4J(z,,j.)= c j((.r);(.\-) 
I#\F 4 
=3”+(II’~l).I+11”.3(1:+i:~+i:‘+E~)=0, 
where i: is a 5 th-primitive root of unity. 
Thus x4 does not contain the regular A-module. 
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